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Disclosures

• No financial COI 

• Will discuss work at GWU

• Will mention COVID-19

(But not a lot)

• Not speaking for my entire 

institution or my federal employer



Case Presentation

https://gwdocs.com/specialties/primary-

care/covid-19-recovery-clinic

https://gwdocs.com/specialties/primary-care/covid-19-recovery-clinic


Tidal Basin, Washington, DC, 2019

Castillo et al., GeoHealth, 2021
https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/imag
es/149047/an-extra-air-pollution-burden

https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/149047/an-extra-air-pollution-burden


What is my role?

And how did I get here?

OR



https://www.mainepublic.org/post/studies-show-

climate-change-could-cause-maines-lobster-

population-crash
Rockland, Maine, 2014

https://www.mainepublic.org/post/studies-show-climate-change-could-cause-maines-lobster-population-crash


Gary Simon, MD, PhD Alan Wasserman, MD







3. Health Effects of Climate Change

(Lancet, 
2015)



Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse (Viktor Vasnetsov, 1887)





“I spend my time teaching my patients not to 

catastrophize life situations. 

But what if the situation truly is catastrophic?” 
– 35 yo therapist being treated for Lyme disease in November 2021





https://www.climatecentral.org/news/urban-heat-islands-threaten-us-health-
17919

https://doee.dc.gov/climateready



https://www.npr.org/2019/09/03/754044732/as-rising-heat-bakes-u-s-cities-the-poor-often-feel-it-most

https://www.npr.org/2019/09/03/754044732/as-rising-heat-bakes-u-s-cities-the-poor-often-feel-it-most






Grand Rounds
• GW Dept. of Medicine, 11/2019 

• Attendance: N = 38 surveys filled

• 29 attending physicians, 9 trainees 

• Internal Medicine + sub-specialties

• Objectives:

1. Identify the mechanisms by which 

global climate change impacts 

the health of patients and 

populations

2. Describe specific diseases and at-

risk populations which are 

disproportionately affected by 

climate change

3. Describe opportunities for 

physicians to be involved with 

adaptation and mitigation





Climate Change and Health 
at GW SMHS: First Class 
• Medical students request education on CCH

• Harleen Marwah discusses with Sr. Asst. Dean Deyton

• Develop module w/in Clinical Public Health curriculum

• Developed in Fall 2019

• Faculty: Akselrod (ID), Lalit Narayan (IM), Sonal Batra (EM) 

• Student leaders: Harleen Marwah, Emily Youner

• “Beta test” lecture: 4 residents (2 IM, 2 EM) 

• Initial CCH module: 1 hour lecture + 1 hour panel 

• Medical Society Consortium on Climate and Health resources

• Panel: physician, public health researcher, science 

communication educator, journalist, moderator  

• Last session of MS2 fall semester… they still attended 



Marill M.C.,
“Pressured By 

Students, Medical 
Schools Grapple With 

Climate Change” 
in 

Health Affairs,
Dec 2020; 

39(12):2050-2055. 

“Thinking about climate change and how it’s 

going to affect my patients is essential to 

being a good physician,” explains Marwah, a 

fourth-year medical student at George 

Washington University, in Washington, D.C., 

who was inspired in part by her experience as 

a youth delegate at international climate 

meetings in Peru and Paris in 2014 and 2015.

“Part of the oath I’ll take when I graduate 

next year is to do no harm,” she says. Doing 

no harm inherently implies thinking about this 

broader responsibility and this broader duty.”



Alexandria Villaseñor,
“A Letter to Adults” 

in 
All We Can Save

“Young activists around the world are 

doing whatever it takes to make our 

voices heard on the climate crisis. 

Beyond protests and civil disobedience, 

we are lobbying political leaders for 

climate action. 

We are engaging our local governments, 

civic leaders, teachers, and school 

administrations. We are demanding 

climate action in our communities and 

climate education in our schools.”



Alexandria Villaseñor,
“A Letter to Adults” 

in 
All We Can Save

“The biggest reason why people don’t act: 
They don’t know about or understand the 

climate crisis. 

My generation needs to know the unique risks 
and vulnerabilities we are facing; that must 

be a part of our education. 

Since schools generally aren’t doing this, I 
started Earth Uprising, a nonprofit that focuses 

on peer-to-peer climate education. 

Until you grown-ups get it together to improve 
school curricula, young people can teach 

one another what’s happening to our 
planet.” 



Marwah H., Nood S.,
“Calling a Rapid 

Response on 
Environmental Racism: 

Medical Students 
Sound the Alarm” 

in 
Academic Medicine,

Jul 2021; 96(7):932-933

“Without preparation through 

undergraduate and graduate medical 

education, we cannot serve as effective 

climate justice messengers. Ignoring the 

health implications of environmental 

racism and climate change not only hurts 

our BIPOC patients but also our health 

systems and communities. 

Our training should alert us to the warning 

signs of these crises. Our rapid response is 

long overdue.”



MS4SF. Guide to Climate and Health Curriculum Reform in Medical Schools. Medical Students for a Sustainable Future; 2020.
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Clinical Public Health @ GWU SMHS

https://smhs.gwu.edu/academics/md-program/curriculum/clinical-public-health 



STRUCTURE

• Established 2014

• Dedicated faculty and admin support

• Integrates public health and 
population health concepts and skills 
throughout students’ four-year medical 
education

• Patients, Populations, and Systems

• Clinical Public Health Summits  

• Learning Labs on COVID-19

• Community service

• MD/MPH option

CONTENT AREAS

• Social determinants of health

• Community and population health

• Health system organization

• Prevention and health promotion

• Community service and engagement

• Evidence-based practice

• Interprofessional teamwork

• Clinician advocacy

• Leadership skills

• Health policy

Clinical Public Health @ GWU SMHS



Model: HIV @ GW

https://smhs.gwu.edu/news/smhs-students-participate-2017-
clinical-public-health-summit-hivaids

https://smhs.gwu.edu/news/smhs-students-participate-2017-clinical-public-health-summit-hivaids


First CCH 
Module 
Student 
Feedback

Wish there 
was more 

coverage of 
this topic.

Over-
whelming, 
too much 
material. 

Empowering 
– we can 

act on this

“The panel was dope.” 



GW 2020 Planetary Health Report Card

• MS2 Samuel Duffy

• Method: Searched 
objectives of existing 
curriculum components

• Strengths: support for 
students, core 
curriculum addresses 
social determinants and 
some domains (e.g. 
infectious disease), MS2 
lecture

• Weakness: material not 
integrated throughout 
the curriculum, many 
domains missing  

https://phreportcard.org/school-specific-report-cards-united-states/

https://phreportcard.org/school-specific-report-cards-united-states/


Eco-Medical Literacy Model

• “The ability to access, understand, integrate and use information 
about the health-related ecological effects of climate change to 
deliver and improve medical services.” (Bell, BMC Med Educ, 2010)

• Mapping relevant domains in GW curriculum
• Immunohematology & Infection

• Cardiology, Pulmonary, & Renal 

• GI & Liver

• Brain & Behavior

• Reproduction & Endocrinology

• Applied Population Health

• Practice of Medicine



Eco-Medical 
Literacy @ 
GWU SMHS
Potarazu et al., Feb. 2022, 

presented at Protecting 

Health in a Changing 

Climate: Addressing 

Climate-Related Health 

Inequities



High-Yield Areas

1) Cardiovascular diseases

2) Respiratory diseases

3) Infectious diseases 

4) Mental Health

5) Nutrition and Development 

6) Social Determinants of Health

7) Physician Professionalism & 
Advocacy

Photo: @drchubacca (GW)



GW Curriculum Development Timeline

• 12/2019: Advocacy by Harleen Marwah; MS2 lecture + panel

• Spring-Summer 2020: Planetary Health Report Card completed

• 12/2020: MS2 lecture + panel, integrated with environmental health module of CPH

• Spring-Summer 2021: Eco-Medical Education proposal by Savita Potarazu & team

• Fall 2021: Presented to Curriculum Themes Committee 

• 11/2021: MS3 intersession, clinical cases (with Scott Cohen @ VAMC) 

• 12/2021: MS2 lecture + panel, integrated with environmental health module of CPH

• Spring 2022: Curriculum review, meeting with course directors

• Next steps: Plan faculty development (with Anjeni Keswani, Neelu Tummala) 



https://blogs.jwatch.org/hiv-id-observations/index.php/the-pandemic-life-of-an-id-doctor-in-graphic-form/2022/01/12/



Where Do New Diseases Come From?

Karesh WB et al. Lancet. 2012;380(9857); https://www.unep.org/news-and-stories/story/six-nature-facts-related-coronaviruses

https://www.unep.org/news-and-stories/story/six-nature-facts-related-coronaviruses
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https://magazine.gwu.edu/land-ice-and-fire

https://magazine.gwu.edu/land-ice-and-fire


Mendenhall Glacier, Juneau, AK, May 2021



https://climatehealth.gwu.edu/education

https://climatehealth.gwu.edu/education
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Colette Pichon Battle,
“An Offering from the 

Bayou” 
in 

All We Can Save

“The climate crisis is a much larger 

conversation than reducing carbon 

dioxide emissions, and it is a very different 

conversation from just extreme weather. 

We’re facing a shift in every aspect of our 

global reality.” 



Alexandria Villaseñor,
“A Letter to Adults” 

in 
All We Can Save

“The climate crisis is the largest challenge 

humans have ever faced. We young 

people are doing everything we can so 

please join us. We need your help.” 



https://climatehealth.gwu.edu/schedule

https://climatehealth.gwu.edu/schedule

